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66th Annual MAACBA Conference, October 26-28, 2016

Hosted on the Campus of the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT) in New York, NY
In conjunction with Middle Atlantic Association of Colleges of Business Administration

Hospitality Resolution
Resolved, this 26th day of October, 2016:
Whereas MAACBA gathered from Oct 26 to Oct 28 in NYC at the FIT
to be hosted by the Baker School of Business &
Technology for the 66th meeting of the organization,
and
Whereas Michael Ginzberg left the Mid-Atlantic for the unspellable and
unpresentable record largest New England city of
Worchester, MA. The only dean with resolution writing
experience, and
Whereas Lake George was too bucolic for the rough and tumble street
fighting deans of MAACBA, and
Whereas Leadership gap in the Gotham requiring over 50 business
school deans to fill the void created by the Donald
being in the campaign trail, and
Whereas MAACBA schedules a reception on a hotel rooftop garden on a
night that almost put Governor Pence into the Bay and
onto Riker’s Island – could the new refrain become
“lock him up”, and
Whereas Business deans need to know how to volunteer, to understand
that they are running retail establishments in need of
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dramatic innovation and demonstrate their impact to
AACSB provosts, and the rest of the world, and
Whereas Business deans are desperate to learn how to follow FIT’s lead
and to create a Toy Department where the tenure of
problem faculty members could be moved, and
Whereas Steven Frumkin and Larry Singleton under the direction of Jen
Maden put together 3 days of insight, information, and
gracious hospitality under the brand of our first
MAACBA logo, now therefore, be it
Resolved, that the members of MAACBA offers sincere thanks and
appreciation to the administration, faculty, and students
of the Fashion Institute of Technology for a wonderful
annual conference, and be it
Further Resolved, that the deans of the Mid-Atlantic gather again at
about this time next year in the City of Brotherly Love to consider the
post-election fate of global business education.
Resolution passed and recorded at New York, New York on 28
October 2016.

